
Process automation with Python & SQL
Speed up operations and focus on value adding activities



Re-imagine your processes
Have you ever questioned...

…how many processes of your 
organization can be automated?



Interview personnel
How can we detect the major opportunities areas after a couple of interviews?

Measure time
of each task

Redesign new 
automation solution

Understand current
workflow

How do you spend your 
time daily/weekly/etc.?

Which tasks take longer 
than desired?

What can we improve in 
your workplace to 

increase productivity?

Why is this workflow 
structured as is?

Which people and 
systems are involved?

How many resources are 
released by automating 

this workflow?

Design solution that 
solves the problem

Propose solution to the 
organization

Develop and deploy
automation solution



Case Study of an SME
How can we change the game for an SMEs of 50 employees?

Searching for new 
construction projects

Digital assistant for 
Financial Controlling

Simulate scenarios for 
production planning

Web scrapping

Detect new information

Inform management

Integrate data with more 
systems (CRM, etc.)

Enable users to simulate 
alternative scenarios fast

Send email to team with 
final decision

Integrate data into ERP 
system

Perform controlling 
calculations automatically

Perform reporting 
automatically

Perform data mining 
techniques to raise 

insights to management

more time for sales lower production cost better decisions



Case Study of a Financial dpt. of a corporation
How can we speed up the month closing process?

Develop AI solutions 
to audit data at the early stages

Speed up the machine execution 
time for each underlying task

Eliminate interaction time between 
users and databases systems

Automate data checks and inform 
users automatically

Automate reporting execution 
and distribution

upload 
data

email
results

monitor 
workflows

create 
reports

simulate 
scenarios

create 
models

calculate 
data

collect 
data

ERP BI



Book a meeting with us
We can deliver value to your organization

automation ideas

solution development

support helpdesk

in-house trainings

maintenance & upgrades

contact details

sdbs GmbH
Greg Tzavelopoulos
Automation & Database Expert
+43 664 6190 888
greg.tzavelopoulos@sdbs.at
www.sdbs.at
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